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CyberQuest for Vienna Insurance Group, Poland: 
Advanced Data Correlation and Unification for over 35 System Types
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     Quick time to value & fast 
ROI

     Time savings and 
resources optimization: light 
speed answers on events 
and investigations

     Decision making support 
due to industry specific 
dashboards

 Unlimited built-in 
horizontal scalability

   

SUMMARY BENEFITS:

     Data resides in many 
disparate systems

     No visibility over 
operational and security 
data

VIG’S CASE AT A 
GLANCE:

Overview

Vienna Insurance Group is one of the leading insurance groups in Austria and Central and Eastern 
Europe (CEE).

Innovation, strong customer relationships and an emphasis on customer service create a high 
quality product portfolio offering attractive solutions in both the life and non-life insurance 
segments.

Vienna Insurance Group's core markets include Austria, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Poland, 
Romania, Bulgaria, Croatia, Hungary, Serbia and Ukraine. There is one thing, however, that all 
Vienna Insurance Group companies have in common: the goal of providing security to customers.

Customer Challenges & Requirements

Vienna Insurance Group was looking for a solution that would unify the data from various systems 
and offer one single source of visibility, correlation and reporting. They needed full transparency 
and visibility into security data and events, in order to prevent incidents and react in real-time 
based on documented and integrated data. 

The Solution

CyberQuest is a revolutionary Big Data Security Analytics Platform and new generation SIEM that 
gathers valuable data from multiple technology sources and empowers users to take actionable, 
critical decisions in real-time. 
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Solution Capabilities

Data correlation and unification from over 35 system types: business applications, web servers, 
operating system logs, databases, virtualization software, network, firewalls, operational reports

Advanced event search & filter: correlation between billions of events in seconds

Advanced event browser: data mapping based on user defined criteria

User defined real-time alerts for the most specific event requirements, in order to enable 
immediate measures

Context sensitive dashboards for rapid decision making among infinite data logs

Predefined scheduled reports to ensure compliance (ISO 27001, COBIT, FISMA, HIPPA, PCI/DSS, 
SOX) and optimize the internal team’s effort

Intuitive users interface with advanced options for search, filter and data visualization 

Business Value & Results

Rapid analysis among all security data in a matter of seconds instead of hours 

Smart detailed analysis for each security incident

Data cross-correlation between the infrastructure and operational applications

Integrating all existing security and business applications

High self-manageability and autonomy 

Enhanced decision making capability and decision making support with contextual
dashboards 

Nextgen Software is an agile 
European technology 
company that delivers 
innovative cybersecurity 
software solutions based on 
more than 15 years of 
worldwide experience in 
successful implementations 
with both government and 
enterprise sectors.

Our solutions ensure full 
visibility, compliance to 
international standards and 
regulations, and powerful 
analytics that keep your 
company safe and strong.
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